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In the framework of the weak coupling renormalization group technique we examine the pos-
sible instabilities of the extended quasi-one-dimensional electron gas model with both intrachain
and interchain electron-electron interactions, including the influence of umklapp scattering and the
coupling of spins to a magnetic field. In the limit of purely repulsive intrachain interactions, we con-
firm the passage from singlet d-wave like superconductivity to an inhomogeneous FFLO state under
magnetic field. The passage is accompanied by an anomalous increase of the upper critical field
that scales with the antinesting distance from the quantum critical point joining superconductivity
to antiferromagnetism in the phase diagram, as well as the strength of interactions. Adding weak
repulsive interchain interactions promotes the passage from singlet to triplet f -wave superconduc-
tivity which is expanded under field by the development of a triplet FFLO state with zero angular
momentum projection for the Cooper pairs. The connection between theory and experiments on
the anomalous upper critical field in the Bechgaard salts is discussed.
PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn,74.25Dw,74.70.Kn
I. INTRODUCTION
The (TMTSF)2X series of organic conductors, also
dubbed the Bechgaard salts series, stands out among
the first examples of correlated electron systems show-
ing the emergence of superconductivity (SC) following
the suppression of a spin-density-wave state (SDW). This
is found to occur when either pressure is applied or by
chemical means, from anion X substitution.1–3. This
proximity has fostered a lot of debate around the na-
ture of the SC order parameter in these materials, and
in particular its transformations in magnetic field which
will be the main theoretical focus of the present work.
The proximity of SC to SDW in the phase diagram
of these quasi-one dimensional (quasi-1D) materials was
soon interpreted as a sign of an intimate connection be-
tween both ordered states, suggesting that magnetism is
directly involved in the development of a SC order pa-
rameter. This led to propose that short-range antifer-
romagnetic fluctuations of the metallic phase, can act as
the source of Cooper pairing for electrons4–8. A singlet d-
wave (SCd) gap with nodes on the Fermi surface was thus
predicted to be the most favourable order parameter for
superconductivity, whereas singlet s-wave and triplet p-
wave pairings were found to be both suppressed by SDW
correlations5.This was regarded as consistent with the
power law temperature dependence observed in the nu-
clear spin relaxation rate9,10 and the high sensitivity of
superconductivity to impurity scattering11–14. However,
the singlet d-wave scenario was later on challenged with
the puzzling observation in (TMTSF)2ClO4 of a ther-
mally activated behaviour of thermal conductivity below
Tc
15, a behaviour that has since been found consistent
with the penetration depth extracted from muon spin
rotation measurements on the same material16. When
combined to the aforementioned impurity effect17, ther-
mal activation may point to a nodeless triplet p-wave SC
gap, clearly in conflict with the predictions of microscopic
calculations.
On a theoretical basis, the possibility of triplet SC
other than p-wave in purely repulsive quasi-1D electron
systems has been examined in different ways. From RPA-
like approaches18, it was found that triplet f−wave su-
perconductivity (SCf) can compete with SCd if charge-
density-wave (CDW) and SDW fluctuations become of
equal importance, a situation that can be reproduced mi-
croscopically at sufficiently strong long-range Coulomb
interaction along the chains. Such an incursion of SCf
besides SCd in the calculated phase diagram of quasi-1D
electron gas model was confirmed by the renormaliza-
tion group (RG) method when the long-range part of the
Coulomb term dominates other contributions for purely
intrachain interactions19. When interchain Coulomb in-
teraction is included, even weak in amplitude, it was
shown from the RG method that bond centered charge-
density wave, also called bond-order (BOW) fluctuations
are enhanced besides SDW, which can turn SCd unstable
in favor of a SCf triplet ordered state20.
In the interval, the triplet scenario for superconduc-
tivity in the Bechgaard salts was further promoted from
experiments carried out under magnetic field. This was
borne out by a constant and temperature independent
NMR Knight shift in the superconducting state of pres-
surized (TMTSF)2PF6
21. The violation from electrical
transport measurements of the Glogston criteria or Pauli
limit for the critical field of singlet SC was also under-
stood in terms of triplet pairing22–26. Resistivity data
show the presence of superconductivity up to a critical
field Hrc2 standing well above the expected Pauli limit-
ing field HP known to be bounded by the size of Tc for
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2singlet Cooper pairing. These experiments were all con-
ducted for field oriented in the ab′ plane of highest con-
duction, an orientation that quenches most of the orbital
pair breaking effect, as a result of the strong anisotropy in
the electron motion. In these conditions, homogeneous
superconductivity can be sustained at arbitrary field if
the SC order parameter has a triplet character27,28.
Lower field NMR experiments that were subsequently
conducted in (TMTSF)2ClO4 modified this view
29. They
revealed that the Knight shift in the superconducting
state is actually suppressed in low field, giving then firm
evidence for a singlet SC ground state. However, as the
field is increased and crosses some threshold, the Knight
shift and nuclear relaxation rate recover their respective
normal state values. This arises while superconductiv-
ity persists in electrical transport, consistently with the
aforementioned violation of the Pauli limit in the ab′
plane.
Theoretically, it was proposed from various mean-field
approaches that NMR and transport experiments could
be reconciled if the SC order parameter experiences a
singlet to triplet transition under magnetic field30–34. A
transition toward a SCf state under field was found to
occur using the RG approach to a coupled two-chain
version of this problem35. A second possibility put for-
ward in the framework of mean-field theory is a transi-
tion toward an inhomogeneous FFLO singlet state under
field27,28,34,36, whose conditions of occurence are particu-
larly optimized for an open quasi-1D Fermi surface. The
existence of a field-induced FFLO state in the Bechgaard
salts has received a certain empirical support from the
observation of an anisotropic onset of the resistive tran-
sition in (TMTSF)2ClO4 at H
r
c2 in the ab
′ plane37,38.
Moreover, recent specific heat experiments performed on
(TMTSF)2ClO4 for similar field orientation
39,40, revealed
that Hrc2 is preceded by a clear thermodynamic signature
of the Pauli limit HP . Besides confirming the singlet na-
ture of the ground state at low field, this critical field
scale corresponds to the transition seen by NMR under
field.
In a shortened version of the present work, Fuseya et
al.,41 examined the field dependence of Cooper pairing
from the RG approach to the repulsive quasi-1D electron
gas model at incommensurate band filling. The magnetic
field was exclusively coupled to spins without pair break-
ing effects of orbital origin so as to simulate the weakness
of the orbital pair breaking for a field oriented in the ab′
plane. The calculations revealed that quantum fluctu-
ations linked to the interplay between SDW and SCd
have a sizeable impact on the upper critical field Hc2.
The Hc2(T ) critical line shows a pronounced upturn at
low temperature that largely exceeds the predicted Pauli
limit. The difference was found to be non-universal for
the ratio Hc2(T )/Tc, and SCd was shown to become un-
stable against the formation of a d-wave FFLO (dFFLO)
state. No indication for field-induced uniform triplet su-
perconductivity was obtained.
In the present work, we carry on the program of Ref.41
a step further and extend the RG calculations under mag-
netic field to the case where half-filling umklapp scat-
tering is present. Umklapp scattering is a key scat-
tering ingredient in systems like the Bechggard salts
which presents some half-filling band character. It is
also essential in the quantum criticality associated with
the sequence of SDW-SCd instabilities found in these
materials6,8,42–46. The instability of SCd against the
formation of dFFLO state is confirmed under field, to-
gether with its strength correlated to the distance to the
quantum critical point along the antinesting axis or the
strength of interactions. We also investigate the influence
of interchain Coulomb interaction in order to examine if
the singlet to triplet transition induced by this interac-
tion is expanded under field. This is found to be the case
with the incursion under field of a triplet f -wave FFLO
state with zero spin projection for the Cooper pairs, a
state that precedes uniform SCf type of superconductiv-
ity along the interchain interaction axis.
In Sec. II, we introduce the extended quasi-1D elec-
tron gas model and the RG method in the presence of a
Zeeman coupling of spins to a magnetic field. In Sec. III,
we examine the modification of the phase diagram of the
electron gas under magnetic field and the crossover to an
inhomogeneous d-wave FFLO in the limit of purely in-
trachain repulsive interactions. The resulting anomalies
in the upper critical field are discussed. In Sec. IV, the
influence interchain repulsive interactions on the possible
transitions toward triplet superconducting orders under
field is investigated. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE EXTENDED ELECTRON GAS MODEL
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
A. Model
We consider a linear array ofNP weakly coupled metal-
lic chains of length L, separated by the interchain dis-
tance db(≡ 1). The partition function is expressed as a
functional integral over the anticommuting ψ′s
Z =
∫ ∫
Dψ∗Dψ eS0[ψ
∗,ψ]+SI [ψ∗,ψ], (1)
where the quadratic part of the action is given by
S0[ψ
∗, ψ] =
∑
k,σ
ψ∗p,σ(k¯)[iωn − Ep,σ(k)]ψp,σ(k¯), (2)
where k¯ = (k, ωn), k = (k, kb) is the longitudinal and
transverse wave vectors, and ωn the fermion Matsubara
frequencies. The spectrum of the electron gas model, in
the presence of a Zeeman coupling of spins to a magnetic
field H, takes the form
Ep,σ(k) = vF (pk − kF ) + ξb(kb)− σh, (3)
where p = ± refers to right/left moving carriers along
the chains of velocity vF , with kF as the 1D Fermi wave
3vector (~ = 1 and kB = 1 throughout). Here h = µBH
and σ = ± is the spin index. The transverse part of the
electron gas spectrum is
ξb(kb) = −2tb cos kb − 2t′b cos 2kb, (4)
where tb is the first nearest-neighbours transverse hop-
ping, whereas the second nearest-neighbour hopping t′b 
tb is the anitinesting tuning parameter that simulates the
main effect of pressure in the model.
In the g-ology picture of interactions, the two-body
part of the action can be written in the form
SI [ψ
∗, ψ] = − T
LNP
pivF
∑
{k¯,σ}
{
g‖(k
−
F,1,k
+
F,2;k
−
F,3,k
+
F,4)ψ
∗
−σ(k¯1)ψ
∗
+,σ(k¯2)ψ−,σ(k¯3)ψ+,σ(k¯4)
+ g1⊥(k−F,1,k
+
F,2;k
−
F,3,k
+
F,4)ψ
∗
−,σ(k¯1)ψ
∗
+,−σ(k¯2)ψ−,−σ(k¯3)ψ+,σ(k¯4)
+ g2⊥(k+F,1,k
−
F,2;k
−
F,3,k
+
F,4)ψ
∗
−,σ(k¯1)ψ
∗
+,−σ(k¯2)ψ+,−σ(k¯3)ψ−,σ(k¯4)
+
1
2
[
g3⊥(k+F,1,k
+
F,2;k
−
F,3,k
−
F,4)ψ
∗
+,σ(k¯1)ψ
∗
+,−σ(k¯2)ψ−,−σ(k¯3)ψ−,σ(k¯4) + c.c.
]}
× δk¯1+k¯2,k¯3+k¯4(±G¯). (5)
The interaction parameters are defined for ingoing
and outgoing electrons on the open Fermi surface
kpF (kb) = (pkF (kb), kb) consisting of two (p = ±) sheets
parametrized by kb from the condition Ep(k
p
F ) = 0 in
zero field. We have in order, the total backscattering
amplitude for parallel spins, g‖ = g1‖ − g2‖, which in-
corporates by exchange a forward scattering contribu-
tion; the forward scattering for antiparallel spins, g2⊥;
and umklapp scattering g3⊥ between antiparallel spins
for which the longitudinal lattice vector G¯ = (0, 4kF , 0)
is involved in momentum conservation. All the couplings
are dimensionless and normalized by pivF .
In the framework of the extended electron gas
model20,47, the bare interactions superimpose a purely
intrachain contribution and an interchain part between
nearest-neighbour chains,
gi,α(k¯b) ≡ gi,α(kb1, kb2, kb3)
= gi,α + 2gi,α cos(kb1 − kb2), (6)
where i = 1, 2, 3 and α = ‖,⊥ for the spins orientation.
At the bare level, the transverse momentum dependence
is coming solely from the interchain coupling, gi,α, a de-
pendence that is modified on the Fermi surface by the
RG flow of the coupling constants.
We will fix the range of the main parameters of the
above model in order to simulate the experimental phase
diagram of the Bechgaard salts in zero field. From band
calculations48,49, we shall take EF = vF kF = 3000K for
typical range of longitudinal Fermi energy and tb = 200K
for the amplitude of the transverse hopping along the b
direction. The antinesting amplitude t′b of the spectrum
will be kept small compared to tb and will serve as a tun-
ing parameter to mimic the effect of pressure. As for in-
teractions, although it exists a large range of possible val-
ues able to generate a zero field phase diagram compati-
ble with observations for the Bechgaard salts, we can fol-
low the arguments of earlier works to obtain a reasonable
set of figures for the intrachain couplings20,43–46. For in-
stance, the bare intrachain backscattering amplitude can
be fixed to g1,α ' 0.32, consistently with the range of val-
ues extracted from the enhancement of uniform suscepti-
bility measurements50. The presence of a small dimeriza-
tion gap ∆D  EF , in the middle of an otherwise three-
quarter filled band48,49, leads to weak half-filling umk-
lapp scattering, g3⊥ ≈ g1⊥∆D/EF 42,51,52. This gives
for umklapp the range of values g3⊥ ≈ 0.02...0.03. The
bare forward scattering amplitude can then be adjusted
to g2,α ' 0.64, so that the calculated temperature scale of
the SDW instability from RG at relatively low antinest-
ing falls in the range of observed values TSDW ∼ 10K for
the Bechgaard salts at low pressure2. With the above
figures, a SDW to SCd sequence of instabilities can be
obtained by the RG (e.g., h = 0 critical line of Fig. 1
obtained, at g3⊥ = 0.025), which is compatible with
experiments2,3. Finally, regarding the amplitudes of re-
pulsive interchain interaction gi,α, they will be taken vari-
able, but kept small in comparison to their respective
intrachain counterparts gi,α.
4B. Renormalization group equations
We apply a Kadanoff-Wilson RG approach to the ex-
tended quasi-1D electron model introduced in the previ-
ous subsection. The approach, which has been detailed
in previous works20,41,44 consists in the perturbative suc-
cessive partial integrations of electron degrees of freedom
in the partition function Z on energy shells of thickness
Λ(`)d` at energy distance Λ(`) = Λ0e
−` above and below
the Fermi surface, where Λ0 ≡ EF is the initial cutoff
fixed at the Fermi energy. Each energy shell is divided
into Np patches, in which a transverse momentum in-
tegration is carried out for the internal variables of the
logarithmically singular electron-electron (Copper) and
electron-hole (Peierls) loops of the scattering channels.
At the one-loop level, the RG flow equations for the 3-
momentum dependent scattering amplitudes gi,α at non
zero magnetic field are
∂`g‖(k¯b) =− 〈 g‖(k¯b1)g‖(k¯b2)I0P (kb, qP ) 〉kb − 〈 g1⊥(k¯b1)g1⊥(k¯b2)I4hP (kb, qP ) 〉kb
+ 〈 g‖(k¯b3)g‖(k¯b2)I0C(kb, qC) 〉kb − 〈 g3⊥(k¯b1)g3⊥(k¯b2)I4hP (kb,−qP ) 〉kb
∂`g1⊥(k¯b) =− 〈
[
g‖(k¯b1)g1b(k¯b2) + g‖(k¯b2)g1⊥(k¯b3)
](I0P (kb,−qbP ) + I4hP (kb,−qP ))/2 〉kb
+ 〈 [g2⊥(k¯b3)g1⊥(k¯b1) + g2⊥(k¯b4)g1⊥(βb1)](I4hC (kb, qbC) + I0C(kb, qC))/2 〉kb ,
∂`g2⊥(k¯b) =− 〈 g1⊥(k¯b3)g1⊥(k¯b4)I4hC (kb, qC) 〉kb + 〈 g2⊥(k¯b3)g2⊥(k¯b4)I0C(kb, qC) 〉kb
− 〈 [g2⊥(k¯b1)g2⊥(k¯b3) + g3⊥(k¯b1)g3⊥(k¯b2)]I0P (kb,−qP ) 〉kb ,
∂`g3⊥(k¯b) =− 〈 g‖(k¯b1)g3⊥(k¯b2)
(I0P (kb, qP ) + I4hP (kb, qP ))/2 〉kb
+ 〈 g‖(k¯b2)g3⊥(k¯b1)
(I4hP (kb,−qP ) + I0P (kb,−qP ))/2 〉kb
− 〈 g2⊥(k¯b5)g3⊥(k¯b6)I0P (kb, q′P ) + g2⊥(k¯b5)g3⊥(k¯b6)I0P (kb,−q′P ) 〉kb , (7)
where 〈. . .〉kb = 1/NP
∑
kb
. . . and
k¯b1 = (kb, kb4, kb1)
k¯b2 = (kb, kb2, kb3)
k¯b3 = (kb1, kb2, kb)
k¯b4 = (kb3, kb4, kb)
k¯b5 = (kb, kb4, kb2)
k¯b6 = (kb1, kb, kb3)
q
(′)
P = kb3 − kb2,1 = kb1,2 − kb4 and qC = kb1,3 + kb2,4.
The on-shell Peierls (ν = P ) and Cooper (ν = C) loops
at finite T and h are given by
Iκhν (kb, q(′)ν ) =
Λ(`)
2
∑
λ=±1
∫ kb+ piNP
kb− piNP
dkb
2pi
× θ(|Λ(`) + λA
κh
ν | − Λ(`))
2Λ(`) + λAµhν
×
[
tanh[βΛ(`)/2] + tanh[β(Λ(`)/2 + λAκhν /2)]
]
,
(8)
where for the loop field dependence, κ = 0, 4. Here θ(x)
is the Heaviside function [θ(0) ≡ 12 ], and
Aκhν (kb, q
(′)
ν ) = −ξb(kb)− ηνξb(ηνkb + q(′)ν )
+ ηνξb(ηνkb2(4) + q
(′)
ν ) + ξb(kb2(4)) + κh,
(9)
for which ηP,C = ±1.
To find out the nature of instabilities of the electron
system, we compute the susceptibilities associated with
the different possibilities of staggered density-wave and
Cooper pairing correlations. Under successive partial
integrations of the RG transformation, the linear cou-
pling of pair of carriers to an external source field hµ in
the correlation channel µ, yields the generic expression
of the normalized temperature dependent susceptibility
(χ˜µ = pivFχµ) at the wave vector qµ:
χ˜µ(qµ) = 2
∫ ∞
0
〈z2µ(kb)Iκµhµ (kb, qµ)〉kbd`, (10)
where zµ(kb) is the renormalization factor for the source-
pair vertex. It obeys the flow equation
∂`zµ(kb) =
1
2
〈fµ(k′b)gµ(k¯′b)Iκµhµ (k′b, qµ)〉k′b . (11)
where gµ is a momentum dependent combination of cou-
plings for the correlation of the channel µ and fµ(kb) is
5a form factor associated with the nature of correlations.
If we first look at the density-wave susceptibilities for
which fµ = 1, we have in the charge sector, the site-
centred (µ = CDW) and bond-centred (µ = BOW)
charge-density wave susceptibilities, corresponding to the
following combinations of couplings at the modulation
(nesting) wave vector qCDW = qBOW = (2kF , pi),
gµIκµhµ
∣∣
µ=CDW,BOW
= −[g1⊥(k′b + pi, kb, kb + pi) +
g‖(k′b + pi, kb, kb + pi)± g3⊥(k′b + pi, kb + pi, kb)
]I2hP (k′b, pi).
(12)
In the spin sector, the site-centred SDW susceptibility
is likely to become singular. In presence of a magnetic
field along z, the rotational symmetry is broken, which
splits this susceptibility into longitudinal (χ˜SDWz ) and
transverse (χ˜SDWxy ) components for which,
gµIκµhµ
∣∣
µ=SDWz,SDWxy
=
[
g2⊥(k′b + pi, kb, kb + pi)
+ g3⊥(k′b + pi, kb + pi, k
′
b)
]I2h,0P (k′b, pi) (13)
If we consider in the second place the SC susceptibil-
ities at qµ = 0 that may be potentially singular in the
presence of a magnetic field, we have for the singlet SC
channel,
fµgµIκµhµ = −fµ(k′b)
[
g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb)
+ g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb)
]I2hC (k′b, 0). (14)
For singlet s-wave susceptibility, χ˜SS, fSS = 1; for d-wave
susceptibility, χ˜SCd, fSCd(kb) =
√
2 cos kb; for g-wave,
χ˜SCg, fSCg =
√
2 cos 2kb, etc.
For the triplet channel at qµ = 0, the SC susceptibili-
ties are governed by the expressions
fµgµIκµhµ = fµ(k′b)
[
g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb)
− g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb)
]I2hC (k′b, 0), (15)
for antiparallel spins at Sz = 0, whereas for parallel spins
at Sz = ±1,
fµgµIκµhµ = fµ(k′b)g‖(k′b,−k′b, kb)I0C(k′b, 0), (16)
For both cases, we have for p-wave susceptibility, χ˜SCp,
fSCp = 1; f -wave χ˜SCf , fSCf =
√
2 cos kb; etc.
Now for superconductivity, it is possible for electrons
of opposite spins to form Cooper pairs with a nonzero
momentum qh = (2h/vF , 0) in a FFLO state. This case
requires a separate treatment of the pair vertex zµ
41,
which actually splits into z↑↓µ and z
↓↑
µ for opposite spins.
For singlet FFLO, these are governed by
∂`z
↑↓(↓↑)
µ (kb) = −
〈
fµ(k
′
b)
[
g1⊥(−k′b, k′b,−kb)z↓↑(↑↓)µ (k′b)
× I0(4h)C (k′b, 0) + g2⊥(−k′b, k′b,−kb)z↑↓(↓↑)µ (k′b)
× I4h(0)C (k′b, 0)
]〉
k′b
,
(17)
where for s-wave FFLO, fsFFLO = 1; d-wave FFLO,
fdFFLO(kb) =
√
2 cos kb; etc.
It is also possible in principle for triplet Cooper pairing
with zero total spin projection, Sz = 0, to develop an
inhomogeneous FFLO state following the equations
∂`z
↑↓(↓↑)
µ (kb) =
〈
fµ(k
′
b)
[
g1⊥(−k′b, k′b,−kb)z↓↑(↑↓)µ (k′b)
× I0(4h)C (k′b, 0)− g2⊥(−k′b, k′b,−kb)z↑↓(↓↑)µ (k′b)
× I4h(0)C (k′b, 0)
]〉
k′b
,
(18)
where for Sz = 0 of p-wave, fpFFLO = 1; f -wave,
ffFFLO =
√
2 cos kb; etc.
The corresponding temperature dependent susceptibil-
ities for the whole set of FFLO states take the following
form
χ˜µ(qh) =
∫ ∞
0
〈[ [z↑↓µ (kb)]2I0C`(kb, 0)
+ [z↓↑µ (kb)]
2I4hC`(kb, 0)
]〉kbd`. (19)
III. RESULTS FOR THE MODEL WITH
INTRACHAIN INTERACTIONS
We first examine the results of integration of the above
RG equations for gi,α = 0 in Eq. (6), namely when
only intrachain interactions are present. In zero mag-
netic field the sequence of instabilities obtained for the
input parameters of model given in Sec. II A coincides
with the one found in previous works45,46. Thus, at rel-
atively low antinesting amplitude t′b , a singularity in
χ˜SDW at qSDW = (2kF , pi) is found from (10) and (13).
The critical temperature TSDW is traced in Fig. 1, which
decreases monotonically by increasing t′b. Close to the
critical value t′∗b (' 32K, t′∗b /tb ' 0.16), TSDW drops
rapidly until t′∗b is reached and the system becomes un-
stable against the formation of a SCd state, with the di-
vergence of χ˜SCd coming from the singularity of (14) at
a maximum Tc ∼ 1K [See Fig. 2 (a)]; Tc then closes the
sequence by its steady decrease with t′b > t
′∗
b , as shown in
Fig. 1. The typical momentum profile of the SC combi-
nation of couplings gSCd(k
′
b,−k′b, kb) in the kbk′b plane for
temperature close to Tc, plane shows pronounced mod-
ulations compatible with the form factor fSCd for SCd
superconductivity. According to Fig. 3 (b), this modula-
tion in momentum space is intimately connected with
the amplitude and anisotropy developed by umklapp,
g3⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb), along the lines k′b = ±kb±pi, and which
from (13), is directly involved in the strength of SDW
correlations responsible for SCd pairing.
For non zero magnetic field, the SDW instability at
low t′b is now taken place for spins oriented in the xy
plane transverse to the field. The amplitude of TSDW ob-
tained in Fig. 1 is slightly reinforced compared to zero
field. This reinforcement of antiferromagnetism agrees
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FIG. 1. The phase diagram of the quasi-1D electron gas
model with intrachain interactions as a function of magnetic
field.
with an increase of the critical t′∗b with h. At very low
field, this presents as an increase of the maximum SCd
Tc with h, which is possible because orbital pair break-
ing is absent from the model. However, the SDW→SCd
sequence of instabilities is rapidly altered under field. As
shown in Fig. 1, where an incursion of a dFFLO in-
stability takes place along the antinesting axis, as sig-
nalled by a singularity of χ˜dFFLO(qh) coming from (17)
at a nonzero pairing momentum qh = (2h/vF , 0). The
related divergence occurs at a Tc that is steadily sup-
pressed under field, but whose amplitude is significantly
enhanced compared to mean-field calculations in which
the interplay between the Cooper and density-wave pair-
ing is neglected34,41. From Fig. 3 (c), the combination
of couplings g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) + g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) entering
in (17) for singlet FFLO superconductivity presents also
d-wave like modulations in the kbk
′
b plane, but of weaker
amplitude compared to the zero field situation.
Regarding triplet superconductivity, we see from Fig. 2
(a) that apart from a regular enhancement of χSCf at
low temperature no crossover to triplet superconductiv-
ity is found under field when only intrachain interactions
are present. This result differs from the mean-field phe-
nomenology when both singlet and triplet pairing inter-
actions are present30–32
A. H-T phase diagram
In the superconducting sector of the phase diagram
of Fig. 1, one can follow the critical temperature Tc(h)
with field, or conversely the upper critical field profile
hc2(T ) with temperature of Fig. 4. At very low field,
the slope dhc2/dT is at first positive, indicating that Tc
increases with h. This results from the strengthening of
SDW correlations, which as the source of Cooper pair-
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the susceptibilities in
the normal phase of the superconducting sector of the phase
diagram at t′b/tb = 0.21. (a): For intrachain couplings only,
gi = 0 at zero and finite magnetic fields. (b): For finite
interchain couplings gi 6= 0 at h/tb = 0.01.
ing in the SCd channel, exceeds the field pair breaking
effect on the singlet state in (10) and (14). As previously
mentioned, this enhancement of Tc takes place because
orbital effect caused by the field is absent in the present
model. At higher field, however, singlet pair breaking
dominates and Tc decreases, as shown in Fig. 4. The
values of hc2 are systematically above the mean-field re-
sult for the pure Pauli limit (dashed lines of Fig. 4)53.
Instead of extrapolating to a field close to hP in the
low temperature limit, hc2 continues until a crossover to
an inhomogeneous dFFLO state is achieved. In the dF-
FLO regime, hc2 not only exceeds the Pauli limiting field
hP (' 1.25Tc), but also the Pauli limit of FFLO state
for isotropic 2D (hP ' 1.78Tc) and 3D (hP ' 1.34Tc)
superconductors53.
Another important feature of the present results41,
which contrasts with mean-field type of calculations, is
the non-universality of the ratio hc2/Tc, as a function of
either the antinesting amplitude t′b [Fig. 4 (a)] or inter-
7FIG. 3. Low temperature renormalized effective scatter-
ing amplitudes at t′b/tb = 0.21 for singlet Cooper pairing
g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) + g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) in the kb, k′b plane for the
normal phase of (a) : SCd (h = 0); (b): umklapp amplitude
g3⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) at h = 0; (c) : dFFLO (h/tb = 0.01).
action [e.g., g3⊥, in Fig. 4 (b)]. At the root of this lack
of universality stands SDW fluctuations as the source of
Cooper pairing. In this respect, the RG flow equations
(7) tell us that, in contrast to mean-field theory, the cou-
pling components defining the effective singlet pairing in-
teraction g1⊥ + g2⊥ entering in χ˜dFFLO from (17), are
continuously altered by SDW correlations in the course
of decreasing Λ(`) (See also Fig. 3). The initial values of
couplings or antinesting modify this energy scale depen-
dent interference effect. This indicates that in practice,
the observation of the lack of universality in the anoma-
lous upper critical field, as a function of the applied pres-
sure in the Bechgaard salts for instance, would be a dis-
tinctive signature of fluctuation induced unconventional
pairing in the material41. On experimental side, there
are some indications that this is indeed the case54.
IV. INTERCHAIN INTERACTIONS
We now turn to the influence of interchain electron-
electron repulsive interactions introducing a non zero gi,α
in the interaction parameters (6) of the extended quasi-
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FIG. 4. The variation of the normalized upper critical field
hc2/Tc with temperature for (a) : various t
′
b and (b) : different
amplitudes of umklapp scattering g3⊥ at t′b/tb = 0.22. The
dashed line is mean-field result for the upper critical field in
the Pauli limit.
1D electron gas model20,47. We shall take for simplicity
the transverse backward and forward scattering ampli-
tudes equal by putting, g1,α = g2,α ≡ g, for both parallel
(α = ‖) and perpendicular (α =⊥) spins. As for the
transverse umklapp amplitude, we have the following ra-
tio with backward scattering, g3⊥/g = g3⊥/g1⊥, which
is the same as for intrachain interactions discussed in
Sec. III A.
We first review the case in zero magnetic field, which
was examined by Nickel et al.20. By increasing the ampli-
tude of g, the SDW→SCd sequence of instabilities tuned
by t′b is modified from the relatively small value, g ' 0.04,
of interchain repulsion. According to Fig. 5 (a), a triplet
f -wave instability in χ˜SCf of (15-16) gets into the se-
quence that becomes SDW→SCd→SCf. By increasing g,
it transforms into SDW→SCf, where SDW is connected
directly to SCf at the quantum critical point t′∗b . The
emergence of SCf state emerges from the rise of BOW
fluctuations which are detrimental to singlet SCd pair-
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram of the extended quasi-electron gas
model at (a): h = 0, and (b): h/tb = 0.01.
ing. This sequence is soon modified by the incursion of
a BOW instability from (12) in the sequence near t′∗b ,
as shown in Fig. 5 (a). By increasing further g, near
0.1, makes the SDW unstable and yields the sequence
BOW→SCf. This is also associated with the smearing of
the quantum critical region to the benefit of the BOW or-
dering. Apart from few details at the quantitative level,
the present results confirm those of Nickel et al20.
If we now switch on the effect of magnetic field, we ob-
serve that the range of influence of triplet superconduc-
tivity is enlarged along the g axis. Thus from g ' 0.04
and for h/tb & 0.004, the dFFLO state of Fig. 1 be-
comes unstable against the formation of a triplet fFFLO,
Sz = 0, state governed by the divergence of (18), as
shown in Fig. 2 (b) at g = 0.04. The related combination
of couplings g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb)−g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) in the k′bkb
plane is plotted in Fig. 6 (a) close to Tc(h). One observes
pronounced modulations in momentum space compati-
ble with ffFFLO =
√
2 cos k
(′)
b and peaks at k
(′)
b = 0,±pi,
along the lines k′b = −kb ± pi, which results mainly from
SDW scattering. According to Fig. 2 (b), in this range
of g, SDW correlations are by far dominant down to very
close to Tc(h) and act as the main source of interchain
FIG. 6. Low temperature effective scattering amplitudes
close to Tc in the momentum space at h/tb = 0.01, for: (a)
g2⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) − g1⊥(k′b,−k′b, kb) for fFFLO ; (b) and (c)
g‖(k
′
b,−k′b, kb) for SCf1.
pairing for the fFFLO state at Sz = 0. It is worth men-
tioning that its existence has not been reported from
mean-field theory analysis34. However, the FFLO mixing
with triplet superconductivity has been found from this
analysis and from DMRG in the two-legs ladders systems
at strong coupling55.
When g further increases to reach g ' 0.05, the fFFLO
state becomes in turn unstable to the benefit of uniform
triplet SCf1 state at Sz = 1, and a sequence of insta-
bilities, SDW→SCf1 along t′b, as indicated in Fig. 5 (b).
This sequence in the above g range is similar to the one
found in Fig. 5 (a) in the absence of field. Following (16),
the SCf1 pairing is directly connected to the combina-
tion of couplings g‖(k′b,−k′b, kb) for parallel spins. From
Fig. 6 (b), g‖ presents strong modulations in the k′bkb
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FIG. 7. The evolution of hc2 vs temperature for various t
′
b
and as a function of interchain coupling g.
plane near Tc(h), which are consistent with the form fac-
tor fSCf =
√
2 cos k
(′)
b . As meant by the couplings in-
volved in the BOW susceptibility in (12), peaks along
the lines k′b = −kb±pi are consistent with the presence of
strong BOW correlations which acts as the main source
of SCf1 pairing
18,20,35. As displayed in Fig. 2 (b), the
amplitude of BOW correlations are close in amplitude to
SDW.
At g & 0.08, the SDW state becomes in its turn unsta-
ble at low t′b in favour of a BOW state and the sequence
BOW→SCf1 as a function of t′b. The importance of BOW
growth at the expense of SCf along the g axis, as found in
the absence of field [Figs 5 (a) and (b)]. This is reflected
in Fig. 6 (c) for the modulation of the relevant coupling,
g‖, for SCf1 in the k′bkb plane, which is less pronounced
on the negative side.
It is instructive to trace the temperature dependence
of the critical field hc2(T ) for the above selected ranges
of interchain coupling g. At very low g, the Fig. 7 shows
that under field, we have the expected sequence of insta-
bilities SCd→dFFLO previously found in Fig. 4 at g = 0.
The violation of the Pauli limit in the dFFLO regime is
dependent on antinesting and is reduced upon increas-
ing t′b. At higher g, when fFFLO becomes possible, the
crossover of SCd to fFFLO under field is much more rapid
and the violation of the Pauli limit, consequently more
pronounced, with an almost vertical upturn of hc2. In-
creasing further g, the vertical rise of the hc2 line for SCf1
does not lead to a crossover to another state, except for
t′b close to the junction with BOW order, where one can
start with a BOW state at low field and which is followed
at sufficiently high field by a reentrant triplet SCf1 state.
By way of closing the section, we give in Fig. 8 the
phase diagram in the gh plane which displays the trans-
formation of ordered phases under magnetic field when
the interchain interaction is varied at a fixed at t′b in
the superconducting sector at g = 0. From the Figure,
we observe that for a sizeable interval of weak repul-
FIG. 8. The phase diagram in the g−h plane for t′b/tb = 0.2.
sive g, the possible modifications of superconductivity
expands under magnetic field to the benefit of FFLO
states. These are not exclusively restricted to the d-wave
sector, but also belong to the triplet f -wave sector at
Sz = 0. Thus at relatively weak interchain repulsion,
the sequences SCd→ dFFLO, SCd→ dFFLO→ fFFLO
and SCd→ fFFLO are possible transformations of super-
conductivity within an accessible range of magnetic field
(h/tb < 0.1). It is worth noting that no SCd→ SCf tran-
sition, from singlet to triplet uniform superconductivity,
is predicted under field over all the range of g covered,
this at variance with previous mean-field results34. Fur-
thermore, as previously discussed for stronger interchain
interaction, namely when instead of superconductivity, a
BOW order is favoured in zero field, the sequences BOW
→ SCf and BOW → SDWxy → SCf can be found show-
ing the stabilization of uniform SCf from density-wave
phases under sufficiently high magnetic field.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we employed the weak coupling renor-
malization group method to examine the possible insta-
bilities of the extended quasi-1D electron gas model with
half-filling umklapp scattering and the presence of a mag-
netic field. The field is Zeeman coupled to spin degrees
of freedom exclusively, which simulates the weakness of
orbital pair breaking effect that characerizes specific pla-
nar field orientations in low dimensional superconductors
like the Bechgaard salts.
For purely intrachain repulsive interactions, the SCd
state of the electron gas is suppressed under field, evolv-
ing toward inhomogenous d-wave FFLO superconductiv-
ity rather than uniform triplet superconductivity. The
dFFLO state is accompanied by a violation of the Pauli
limiting field HP for singlet superconductivity, which is
particularly enhanced by the constructive quantum in-
terference between Cooper pairing and antiferromagnetic
10
fluctuations. The enhancement is then found to scale in
a non universal way with both the interaction and the
distance to the quantum critical point joining supercon-
ductivity and the spin-density-wave state in the phase
diagram. These results obtained in the presence of half-
filling umklapp scattering broaden the impact of an ear-
lier study made at incommensurate band filling41.
For the extended version of the quasi-electron electron
gas model when interchain Coulomb interaction is in-
cluded and a transition from d-wave to triplet f -wave
superconductivity becomes possible. We find that its
range of stability is somewhat enlarged by the magnetic
field as one moves along the axis of interchain repulsion.
The calculations reveal the existence of an intermediate
f -wave FFLO state of zero total spin projection, which
emerges within a finite interval of interchain Coulomb
repulsion interaction before the onset of uniform f -wave
superconductivity.
The possible field-induced FFLO states obtained pro-
vide an interesting avenue of interpretation for the per-
sistant superconductivity in resistivity experiments ob-
served well above the Pauli limiting field of the Bech-
gaard salts when they are very close to their quantum
critical point. The results also allow the possibility for
a direct experimental test of the theory from future re-
sistivity experiments that would be conducted on a large
pressure interval, in order to check if the anomalous en-
hancement of the upper critical field is suppressed in the
limit of high pressure, as predicted41. Existing resitivity
data on a (TMTSF)2PF6
54, though obtained in a limited
range of pressures close to the critical value, head in this
direction.
From the renormalization group viewpoint developed
in the present work, it is not clear a priori which one of
the d and f FFLO states is likely to be more favorable
in systems like the Bechgaard salts. Both phases are oc-
curring relatively close one another and both are falling
in a reasonable range of parameters for these materials.
It must be said, however, that the currently observed
violation of the Pauli limit in the Bechgaard salts is sig-
nificantly less pronounced than predicted in the triplet
case. This would in turn tip the balance in favour of the
singlet dFFLO scenario for the high field superconduct-
ing phase in the Bechgard salts.
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